PROGRAM DESCRIPTIONS – WCCG WINDHAM TV
*NEW* STARTING JUNE 2022
THE CHILDREN’S CORNER

DAILY TIMES:
6 AM

"The Children’s Corner" is a children’s show based on "The Slouch In The Couch" series
of children's learning books. It’s hosted by Sheriff Stephen J., and the town of “The
Children’s Corner” is located in Slouch County, in the world of the Magical Couch (an
old west scenario).

A WALK IN THE GARDEN

10 AM

"A Walk in the Garden" is a gardening program which features host Liz Davey walking
around gardens on her property, educating viewers on a variety of gardening topics such
as proper planting procedures and cooking demonstrations including recipe tips and
ideas.

THE SIMPLE GOURMET

12 PM

“The Simple Gourmet” is exactly that...a cooking show with simple and easy to
understand recipes and cooking demonstrations. Simple.

PACHIOS / RUNDLETT HOUR

2 PM

“Pachios on the News” & “The Derry Rundlett Show” are talk shows similar in content.
Because of the availability of shows, the two share this time slot. These are great shows
for people who are passionate about politics, current events and public affairs.

FOLKLORIST

4 PM

“The Folklorist” is an Emmy® Award-winning television series that offers a captivating
look at the stories in history that have forever inspired us. The Folklorist brings audiences
back to each story's origins, and uncovers what's been left out of text books, and what
lives on as folklore.

THE ERICKSON REPORT

6 PM

“The Erickson Report” is news and informed commentary from the perspective of the
radical nonviolent American left, striving to put facts and events into an ethical context. It
is advocacy journalism, dealing in data and logic but making no bones about having a
point of view.
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DAILY TIMES:
8 PM

HAUNTME

“HauntME” is a paranormal show set in Maine. Join Haunt ME as we continue our
adventures! The team will explore our home state of Maine, in all its mystery and history,
and traverse some of the most intriguing places you've never heard of. But are they
haunted or not? Come with us and find out!

REMEMBER WHEN

10 PM

“Remembering When” is a program to let you experience the origins of television. Some
of these shows are on the technology of the day, so pardon us for the quality. They even
left in original commercials. They want you to experience the technology in those early
days. If you’re just a youngster, this is how television started.
SPECIAL PRESENTATIONS:

SPEAK OUT Live every 4th Thursday; REPLAY Daily at 7am
“Speak Out” is a talk show discussing political and social topics of interest to Windham
& surrounding locations. Hosted by State Representative Patrick C Corey, this popular
program has been in production at WCCG TV-7 for almost 3 decades! (When available)
Most of the community programs presented on WCCG WINDHAMTV are produced by other
stations/entities and are shown on this station for entertainment and intellectual value only
and may not represent the views and/or opinions of this station, the staff or the Town of
Windham Maine.
Please understand, these shows are presented for your entertainment only and are NOT
meant as opinions or advice...
PLEASE ENJOY THEM AS THEY ARE MEANT....
THANK YOU FOR WATCHING!
NOTE: Due to the Covid-19 response, as of March 2020, many of the producing stations have not been
producing updated shows. Almost all programs you will see are repeats that may have been set up in late 2019
or early 2020. The content MAY be outdated...just so you know.
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